[The verbal priming effect in Alzheimer's disease] .
"Word-stem completion paradigm" has been used in many experimental and clinical studies to evaluate the verbal priming effect inpatients with dementia. Different studies using this tests with Alzheimer disease (AD) patients produced contradictory findings. To study the effect of latency in the presentation of stimuli in the word-stem completion paradigm in words self-generated by patients with AD and to compare these results with those of a healthy control group. The sample consisted of 30 AD patients (DSM-IV y NINCDS-ADRA criteria) and 30 healthy control subjects (CS). Two stimulus generation conditions were applied: without latency (NL) and with five minutes latency (5'L). The verbal priming effect in the NL conditions was maintained in both groups, whilst in the condition 5'L a reduction was observed in the AD patient group. A 5'L and self generation of stimuli are two factors of clinical interest in the study of the verbal priming effect in AD.